
Security Handshakes & Pitfalls



Secret Key Handshakes
the Server Authenticates

the Client



Concerns:
    An eavesdropper might see/intercept the transaction
      - If the transaction contains info that depends on a password
        the password may be recovered using a dictionary attack  
      - The eavesdropper may be able to trick one of the parties into
        performing some unauthorized action on some data
    An attacker may compromise the server
      - If an attacker gains root access to the server and if the 
        server holds sensitive information about the client then
        that information might be used against the client  
    The protocol may allow a replay or reflection attack
      - The attacker should not be able to replay a transaction to 
         gain access to the server
      - The attacker should not be able to use information in one
        transaction which will never succeed to open a second
        transaction that will succeed. 
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Client Server
(K) (K)
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       K is a shared secret, perhaps transmitted after a 
                  prior Diffie-Hellman key exchange

Server authenticates client by having it prove it knows K



Client Server
Hello(K) (K)

Client sends a request
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Client Server
Challenge R(K) (K)
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R may be a random number, a timestamp, or something else that changes



Client Server
f(K, R)(K) (K)

Function  f is known publicly and could be a hash function.
The Server applies f to the R it sent using key K and compares
with what was received by the Client.  
If there is a match, the Server authenticates the Client.
An attacker does not know K so it is unlikely an attacker will
be able to correctly compute the value the Server compares with.
Note that R is different every time the handshake occurs so it is
fruitless for an attacker to record the handshake with the intention
of replaying it 
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Client Server
f(K, R)(K) (K)

Problems:
   1. Authentication is not mutual - only the Server authenticates the Client
       Anyone can send the challenge R.
   2. Connection can be hijacked – if the rest of the transaction is without
       cryptographic protection and attacker makes packets with Client addr
   3. Off-line password guessing attack - if K is derived from password
       because both R and f(K,R) are observable.
   4. Someone reading the Server database may be able to impersonate Client
       later or to another server that the client uses
   5. R must be saved if chosen randomly – opens a possible DoS
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Client Server
Hello(K) (K)
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Client sends a request



Client Server
K{R}(K) (K)

R may be a random number or timestamp or something else that changes
R is encrypted using a publicly known algorithm with key K 
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Client Server
R(K) (K)
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R is decrypted by the Client who has K.
The Server believes the Client has the secret if R is correct
Hence the Server authenticates the Client.
An attacker does not know K so cannot reliably decrypt R
Note that R is different every time this handshake occurs
so, recording a handshake is fruitless.



Client Server
R(K) (K)

Concerns:
   1. Requires reversible cryptography – not a hash function
   2. No need to eavesdrop if R is recognizable - attacker says hello 
       and gets back K{R}, if K is derived from password the attacker
       can generate lots of Ks for a dictionary attack.
   3. If R is recognizable by the Client, then the protocol authenticates 
       the Server but only if life of R is short, otherwise K{R} can be 
       replayed by the attacker
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Client Server
Hello, K{time}(K) (K)
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If both the Server and the Client have the same time within a small
Margin for error the Server can authenticate the Client by decrypting
With K and comparing to its time. 



Client Server
Hello, K{time}(K) (K)

Benefits:
   1. One direction, more efficient
   2. The server does not need to keep volatile state (such as R)
Problems:
   1. Attacker can use K{time} to impersonate Client - within clock skew
       but can be foiled if Server remembers all timestamps sent.
   2. If multiple Servers, same K, K{time} on one can work on others
       but can be foiled by sending K{time | server} 
   3. Vulnerable to attacker setting time back on Server!!
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Client Server
Hello, K{time}(K) (K)

Problems:
   4. Setting time requires a security handshake - better make it 
        challenge/response (that is, not depending on time) or else 
        there is a problem if the clocks of both machines are too far apart 
        – then the negotiation will fail.
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Client Server
Hello, time, hash{K,time}(K) (K)
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Add time to the message.  This prevents the Server from having to 
compare the hash against several possible times if there is not a match
on the first try. 
An attacker does not know K and therefore cannot produce a correct 
Hash. 



Public Key Handshakes
the Server Authenticates 

the Client



Client Server
Hello(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)
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Kc is the private key of the Client
Sc is the public key of the Client

Ks is the private key of the Server
Ss is the public key of the Server



Client Server
Challenge R(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)
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R may be a random number, timestamp, or something else that changes



Client Server
signed[R]K

c
(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

The Client signs R with its private key.
The Server applies the Client's public key to the signed message and
compares with R.  
An attacker does not know the Client's private key.  If it signs R, the
result of applying the Client's public key will fail to recover R. 
Benefit:
   Like secret-key protocol except the Server database is not vulnerable 
   to peeking – only a collection of public keys will be saved, if anything
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Client Server
signed[R]K

c
(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

The Client signs R with its private key.
The Server applies the Client's public key to the signed message and
compares with R.  
An attacker does not know the Client's private key.  If it signs R, the
result of applying the Client's public key will fail to recover R. 
Problem:
   Attacker can trick someone into signing something:  it waits for the 
   Client to say Hello, it then holds the connect to the Server and sends 
   back to the Client something it wants the Client to sign. The Client
   signs it thinking it is communicating with the Server.   
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Client Server
Hello(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)
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Client Server
encrypt{R}S

c
(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

The Server encrypts R with the Client's public key.
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Client Server
R(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

Client decrypts R and sends it to the Server.
If the Server sees that the value received from the Client is R
it authenticates the Client. 
Concerns:
   1. Some public key systems can only do signatures, not reversible 
       encryption
   2. Attacker can get an encrypted message sent to client, impersonate
       the Server, send the message to the Client who decrypts it.  The 
       Client then sends the decrypted message to the attacker. 
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Client Server
(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

Should the same keys be used for encryption and signing (RSA)?
   0. Someone encrypts message M with Client's public key, sends to Client
   1. Attacker intercepts MSc mod N where N is the Client's public modulus
   2. Attacker chooses number R, prime relative to modulus N
   3. Attacker creates bogus message H = MSc*RSc (recall Sc is public)
   4. Attacker impersonates the Server, sends H to the Client for signing  
   5. Attacker gets HKc mod N = (M*R)KcSc mod N = M*R mod N
   6. Attacker multiplies by R-1 to get M
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Client Server
(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

Should the same keys be used for encryption and signing (RSA)?
   0. Someone encrypts message M with Client's public key, sends to Client
   1. Attacker intercepts MSc mod N where N is the Client's public modulus
   2. Attacker chooses number R, prime relative to modulus N
   3. Attacker creates bogus message H = MSc*RSc (recall Sc is public)
   4. Attacker impersonates the Server, sends H to the Client for signing  
   5. Attacker gets HKc mod N = (M*R)KcSc mod N = M*R mod N
   6. Attacker multiplies by R-1 to get M
Never use the same key for signing and encryption/decryption 
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Secret Key Handshakes
Mutual Authentication



Client Server
Hello, Rc(K) (K)
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Rc may be a random number, a timestamp, or something else that changes



Client Server
Rs, f(K, Rc)(K) (K)
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Rs may be a random number, a timestamp, or something else that changes
Function f is publicly known
The Client is able to authenticate the Server by comparing f(K, Rc) to
what it received as f(K, Rc). 



Client Server
f(K,Rs)

   

(K) (K)

Rs may be a random number, a timestamp, or something else that changes
Function f is publicly known
The Client is able to authenticate the Server by comparing f(K, Rc) to
what it received as f(K, Rc). 
The Server is able to authenticate the Client by comparing f(K, Rs) to
what it received as f(K, Rs). 
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Imposter Server
Hello, Ri

Reflection Attack:
   Attacker wants to impersonate the Client to the Server.  
   Attacker sends Hello and a challenge.

(K)
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Imposter Server
Rs, f(K, Ri)

Reflection Attack:
   Attacker wants to impersonate the Client to the Server.  
   Attacker sends Hello and a challenge.
   Attacker gets back f(K, Ri) (throws it away) and Rs;
       the Server is expecting to get back  f(K, Rs).

(K)
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Imposter Server
Rs, f(K, Ri) (K)
Hello, Rs
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Reflection Attack:
   Attacker wants to impersonate the Client to the Server.  
   Attacker sends Hello and a challenge.
   Attacker gets back f(K, Ri) (throws it away) and Rs;
       the Server is expecting to get back  f(K, Rs).   
   Attacker opens 2nd connection to Server using Rs.



Imposter Server
Rs, f(K, Ri)

Reflection Attack:
   Attacker wants to impersonate the Client to the Server.  
   Attacker sends Hello and a challenge.
   Attacker gets back f(K, Ri) (throws it away) and Rs;
       the Server is expecting to get back  f(K, Rs).   
   Attacker opens 2nd connection to Server using Rs.
   Attacker gets back Rs encrypted with K – what the Server expects to see
       from the 1st connection.

(K)
Rp, f(K, Rs)
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Imposter Server
f(K, Rs) (K)

Rp, f(K, Rs)
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Reflection Attack:
   Attacker wants to impersonate the Client to the Server.  
   Attacker sends Hello and a challenge.
   Attacker gets back f(K, Ri) (throws it away) and Rs;
       the Server is expecting to get back  f(K, Rs).   
   Attacker opens 2nd connection to Server using Rs.
   Attacker gets back Rs encrypted with K – what the Server expects to see
       from the 1st connection.
   Attacker abandons 2nd connection, sends back f(K, Rs) to complete 1st.



Imposter Server
f(K, Rs)

Reflection Attack, how to foil it:
   1. Instead of the same key K, use different keys Ks, Kc
       Ks may be almost Kc (say time -1 or 1 different etc.)
   2. Insist the challenge from the Client is different from that of the Server

(K)
Rp, f(K, Rs)
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Imposter Server
f(K, Rs)

Reflection Attack, how to foil it:
   1. Instead of the same key K, use different keys Ks, Kc
       Ks may be almost Kc (say time -1 or 1 different etc.)
   2. Insist the challenge from the Client is different from that of the Server
Also, off-line password guessing attack vulnerability:  Attacker sends 
message to Server claiming to be Client and enclosing a challenge R, 
Server returns the challenge encrypted f(K, R), this gives the attacker 
the ability to check passwords

(K)
Rp, f(K, Rs)
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Client Server
Hello

Reflection Attack can't succeed with this protocol:
   

(K) (K)
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Client Server
Rs(K) (K)
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Reflection Attack can't succeed with this protocol:
   The server sends the first challenge



Client Server
f(K,Rs)(K) (K)
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Reflection Attack can't succeed with this protocol:
   The server sends the first challenge
   The Client is authenticated by the Server



Client Server
Rc(K) (K)
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Reflection Attack can't succeed with this protocol:
   The server sends the first challenge
   The Client is authenticated by the Server
   The Client sends a challenge after it is authenticated



Client Server
f(K,Rc)

Reflection Attack can't succeed with this protocol:
   The server sends the first challenge
   The Client is authenticated by the Server
   The Client sends a challenge after it is authenticated
   The Server is authenticated by the Client    
  

Reason: Initiator should always be first to prove its identity!!
   

(K) (K)
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Public Key Handshakes
Mutual Authentication



Client ServerHello, encrypt{Rc}S
s

Public key mutual authentication:
   The Client encrypts a random Rc with the Server's public key 
  

(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)
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Client Server
Rc, encrypt{Rs}S

c

Public key mutual authentication:
   The Client encrypts a random Rc with the Server's public key
   The Server decrypts Rc and encrypts a random Rs with Client's public key
   The Client authenticates the Server by checking Rc   

(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)
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Client ServerRs

Public key mutual authentication:  

   The Client encrypts a random Rc with the Server's public key
   The Server decrypts Rc and encrypts a random Rs with Client's public key
   The Client authenticates the Server by checking Rc   
   The Server authenticates the Client by checking Rs

(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)
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Client Server

Rs

Public key mutual authentication:
  

    Reflection attack will not succeed although the server proves its ID first.
    Having seen encrypt{Rs}S

c
 an attacker needs to extract Rs  

    It can't decrypt it because it does not know the Client's private key
    It can't send encrypt{Rs}S

c
 to the server in a new login, server tries this: 

                        decrypt{encrypt{Rs}S
c
}S

s
    to no avail.  

(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)Rc, encrypt{Rs}S
c

Hello, encrypt{Rc}S
s
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Client Server

Public key mutual authentication:
  

   Variant: Rs and Rc are signed by their respective parties

(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)
Rs

Rc, signed[Rs]K
s

Hello, signed[Rc]K
c
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Client Server

Public key mutual authentication:
  

   Variant: Rs and Rc are signed by their respective parties
   How does the Client's workstation retrieve the Client's private key when
   all the Client knows is a password? – usually keys cannot be recovered
   from passwords, e.g. RSA
   Use a directory service -  client workstation retrieves the following:  
      1. Client's private key which is encrypted with Client's password
      2. Certificate for Server's public key, signed with Client's private key

(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)
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Rs

Rc, signed[Rs]K
s

Hello, signed[Rc]K
c



Establish a Session Key
Secret Key Systems



Client Server

Establish a session key (secret key system):
    After authentication, R and K{R} are known by Client and Server
    Can't use K{R} as session key - someone may have seen it
    Can't use K{R+1} as session key - attacker seeing transmission using
    session key K{R+1} may impersonates Server's network address to 
    the Client and send R+1 as the challenge to Client.  The Client will
    respond with K{R+1} which the attacker may use to decrypt
    the previous transmission.
    

(K) (K)

 hello
   R

  K{R}
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Client Server

Establish a session key (secret key system):
    After authentication, R and K{R} are known by Client and Server
    Can't use K{R} as session key - someone may have seen it
    Can't use K{R+1} as session key - attacker seeing transmission using
    session key K{R+1} may impersonates Server's network address to 
    the Client and send R+1 as the challenge to Client.  The Client will
    respond with K{R+1} which the attacker may use to decrypt
    the previous transmission.
    Session key should not be an encrypted value which can be 
    predicted or extracted later.
    

(K) (K)

 hello
   R

  K{R}
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Establish a Session Key
Public Key Systems



Client Server

   

(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)g, p, [ga mod p]K
c
, [gb mod p]K

s

Establish a session key (public key system):
    Authenticate with Diffie-Hellman exchange, RSA signing.
    Use gab mod p as the session key.
    Attempt to get root access on either machine does not reveal the a and b
    needed to generate session key to decrypt recorded messages - they were
    never recorded and the session key is tossed after use.  If the session 
    key had been sent across, it could have been recorded and decrypted 
    after getting root access.  If session keys get sent across without being 
    signed, the attacker can send an R while impersonating the Client's 
    network address.
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ga mod p, gb mod p



Using a 
Key Distribution Center

To Provide a Session Key 



Client A KDC

KDC operation,  in principle
  

   

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Request B

Makes KAB

Ka{KAB} Kb{KAB}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder authentication and session key (secret key system):
   Client A sends a nonce Na and request to connect to B to the KDC

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)Na, Req B
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder authentication and session key (secret key system):
   Client A sends a nonce Na and request to connect to B to the KDC
   KDC makes a session key Kab for the connection

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab, Na
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder authentication and session key (secret key system):
   Client A sends a nonce Na and request to connect to B to the KDC
   KDC makes a session key Kab for the connection
   KDC encrypts Na, B, Kab, a ticket T with key Ka and sends all to A.
   To make T the KDC encrypts the session key Kab and A with with Kb. 

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab, Na

Ka{Na, B, Kab, T}
T=Kb{Kab, A}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder authentication and session key (secret key system):
   Client A sends a nonce Na and request to connect to B to the KDC
   KDC makes a session key Kab for the connection
   KDC encrypts Na, B, Kab, a ticket T with key Ka and sends all to A.
   To make T the KDC encrypts the session key Kab and A with with Kb. 
   Client A encrypts a nonce Nb with the session key Kab, sends with ticket to B

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

T, Kab{Nb}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder authentication and session key (secret key system):
   Client A sends a nonce Na and request to connect to B to the KDC
   KDC makes a session key Kab for the connection
   KDC encrypts Na, B, Kab, a ticket T with key Ka and sends all to A.
   To make T the KDC encrypts the session key Kab and A with with Kb. 
   Client A encrypts a nonce Nb with the session key Kab, sends with ticket to B
   Client B subtracts 1 from nonce, makes a new nonce and encrypts with session key
   sends encrypted message to Client A. 

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab{Nb-1,Nc}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder authentication and session key (secret key system):
   Client A sends a nonce Na and request to connect to B to the KDC
   KDC makes a session key Kab for the connection
   KDC encrypts Na, B, Kab, a ticket T with key Ka and sends all to A.
   To make T the KDC encrypts the session key Kab and A with with Kb. 
   Client A encrypts a nonce Nb with the session key Kab, sends with ticket to B
   Client B subtracts 1 from nonce, makes a new nonce and encrypts with session key
   sends encrypted message to Client A. 
   Client A subtracts 1 from nonce, encrypts with session key, sends to Client B

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab{Nc-1}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder: What is going on?
   Nonce Na is checked by A in message from KDC to protect against: 
      Attacker steals a Kb and holds onto to it – maybe it is changed by B.
      Attacker intercepts KDC response M to A requesting a ticket for B, holds it 
      Attacker waits for A to request a session key for B and plays back M to A
      A sends session key encrypted with B's Kb so it can impersonate B to A

      

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)Na, Req B

Ka{Na, B, Kab, T}
T=Kb{Kab, A} Attacker need not know key of Client A
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder: What is going on?
   With the identity of B returned, attacker id substitution is detected by A
   

   Nonce is returned to check authenticity of KDC 
   

   Double encryption of session key (Kb for ticket, then Ka on the ticket) is 
   not considered necessary

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)Ka{Na, B, Kab, T}
T=Kb{Kab, A}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder: What is going on?
   Client A knows that only someone with B's key Kb can decrypt
   and get the session key.  With session key, B decrypts Nb.

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

T, Kab{Nb}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder: Vulnerability
   If attacker finds out A's key Ka, then attacker can impersonate A to the KDC.  
   If A changes Ka, then we require that attacker is not to be able to impersonate A.
   But the ticket to B remains valid after a such a change.  
   Attacker can save Ka{Na, B, Kab, Kb{Kab, A}} until
   it knows the old Ka key, then decrypt to get Kb{Kab, A} and send that to B
   to convince it that it is connecting with Client A using Kab.

   

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder: Vulnerability
   If attacker finds out A's key Ka, then attacker can impersonate A to the KDC.  
   If A changes Ka, then we require that attacker is not to be able to impersonate A.
   But the ticket to B remains valid after a such a change.  
   Attacker can save Ka{Na, B, Kab, Kb{Kab, A}} until
   it knows the old Ka key, then decrypt to get Kb{Kab, A} and send that to B
   to convince it that it is connecting with Client A using Kab.
   Fixed by Client A connecting to Client B requesting an encrypted nonce
   and using that nonce throughout the exchange.   

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)
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Client A KDC

Otway-Rees:
  

   

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Nc, A, B, Ka{Na, Nc, A, B}
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Client A KDC

Otway-Rees:
  

   If Nc is not the same in both messages, KDC will stop the transaction.
   Only someone with knowledge of B's current Kb can encrypt Nc properly
   Only someone with knowledge of A's current Ka can encrypt A, B so
   it can successfully be decrypted by the KDC, verifying the value of the 
   decrypted Nc

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)Ka{Na, Nc, A, B},
Kb{Nb, Nc, A, B}
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Client A KDC

Otway-Rees:
  

   

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab
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Client A KDC

Otway-Rees:
  

   Client B is reassured that it is talking to KDC since its nonce was extracted
   using Kb and sent back encrypted.

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab

Nc, Ka{Na, Kab},
Kb{Nb, Kab}
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Client A KDC

Otway-Rees:
  

   This message reassures Client A that both the KDC and Client B are OK
   because it can check its nonce, which it had encrypted with other things,
   and to get it back means the KDC used Ka and the KDC validated Client B.

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab

Ka{Na, Kab}
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Client A KDC

Otway-Rees:
  

   Client A proves identity to Client B by showing it knows Kab.

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab

Kab{anything recognizable}
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